How modern coding, AI and cloud impact your data protection strategy

Developer code fuels modern business, but is harder to secure than ever

10M new
fresh-coded apps exposed in
public cloud services in 2023

Emerging AI tools
pose major unknowns for data
exposure

71% of IT leaders
say that modern tech with AI
will introduce new security
threats to their data

Searing cloud and SaaS
apps put more data at risk

82% of breaches
involve data stored in
cloud environments

Regulation is catching up globally...

71% of countries have legislation to secure the protection of data and privacy

India’s DPDP Act
Switzerland’s revFADP
have passed in Aug 2023

71% of countries
have legislation to secure the protection of data and privacy

89% of CISOs
say that modern tech with digital transformation initiatives will introduce new security threats to their data

Retailers must now follow the RDPRP on Jan 1, 2023

11 U.S. states
have comprehensive privacy laws

...and in the United States

The CCPA — "operative" on Jan 1, 2023

One platform
to secure data everywhere —
everywhere, from, and on
phone apps

Built on a network
universal environment to ensure
with agility and maximum
data protection in tune

Secure developer code

down and review
code in a git

download, limit and fix
repository & SaaS apps and code repositories.

Data exposure
visiibility

OpenAI

SSE/SASE-Unified
Data Protection

Overcome the risks of modern
coding & AI with Cloudflare

Comply with regulations

DevSecOps and
continuous movement of regulated
data. Push logs to SIEM for audit trails.

Data exposure

GDPD

GDPR

CCPA

HIPAA

HIPAA

Cloudflare

SSE/SASE-Unified Data Protection
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